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 Early Christian Interpretation of
 the Qur'an
 Mark Ivor Beaumont

 Dr Mark Ivor Beaumont is Vice-Principal of Birmingham Christian College , Birmingham

 Introduction

 After Muslim rule had been established through-
 out the largely Christian Middle East in the 640's,
 the Christian majority discovered that their new
 masters had come with a religion that claimed to
 be a purer version of divine revelation than the
 Christian scriptures. As time passed, the Muslim
 scriptures were written down in beautifully craft-
 ed books in the Arabic language of the Caliphs,
 and became available for Christians to study. The
 earliest recorded Christian reading of the Qur'an
 comes from the writing of John of Damascus (d.c.
 750) who spent his career as a secretary to the
 Caliph in Damascus. John identified three issues
 in his understanding of the scriptures of Islam
 that would set the parameters of Christian inter-
 pretation of the Qur'an for subsequent genera-
 tions. Firstly, the Qur'an was less than it claimed
 to be, since it contained material that could hardly
 be worthy of divine revelation. Secondly, Muham-
 mad was not what he claimed to be because the

 Qur'an provided insufficient evidence to support
 his prophetic role. Thirdly, when read properly,
 some statements in the Qur'an affirmed Christian
 beliefs.1

 The Qur'an contains material
 unworthy of divine revelation

 John did not hesitate to allege that Muhammad
 put into the Qur'an "foolish sayings worthy of
 ridicule"2 John picked out the permission given
 to Muslim men to marry up to four wives in Sura
 4:3 as an example. Another "altogether shameful
 thing" found in the Qur'an is the desire of Muham-
 mad for the wife of his adopted son Zayd, and
 the supposed command of God that Muhammad
 should marry her found in sura 35:37. 3 Christians
 had become accustomed to reading the New Tes-
 tament prohibition of polygamy as the abrogation
 of the Old Testament allowance of it, and Muham-

 mad's desire for many wives had to be seen as
 evidence of a failure to obey the will of God.This
 accusation was repeated in the early ninth cen-
 tury by v Abd al-Masih ibn Ishaq al-Kindi in a letter
 addressed to v Abdallah ibn Isma'il al-Hashimi, a
 court official of the Caliph al-Ma'mun (81 3-83 3). 4
 Al-Kindi seems to have had access to the court of

 al-Ma'mun and this explains his intimate knowl-
 edge of Islamic traditions. Quoting the permis-
 sion granted to Muhammad to marry Zaynab the
 wife of Zayd in 33:37, al-Kindi commented that
 Muhammad believed that this was "told him from

 above".5 But any sensible person could see the
 truth behind this story that Muhammad's real
 intent was to procure women he desired even if
 it meant plundering them from other men.6 Al-
 Kindi included a list of criticisms of the Qur'an
 that he regarded as proof of the human origins of
 the book. First of all, the statement in Sura 72:3
 that "God has taken no wife or son" is directed

 against Christians falsely since they have never
 believed such a thing. The truth of the matter is
 that Jews suggested to Muhammad that Christians
 believed that God took a wife and had a son with

 her, and that he was more than willing to accept
 their insinuations. As a result, the Qur'an carries
 false information about Christian beliefs that

 could not have originated in God himself.7
 Then the Qur'an has injunctions from the law

 of Moses and the teaching of Jesus mixed togeth-
 er in a haphazard way in Sura 5:45, which says
 "we set down for them a life for a life, an eye for
 an eye, a nose for a nose, an ear for an ear, a tooth
 for a tooth, and a wound for a wound, but who-
 ever does not take retribution that is an expiation
 for him". Al-Kindi accused Muhammad of joining
 together contradictory precepts and passing them
 off as divine law that neither Jews nor Christians
 could accept as genuine.8 His explanation for
 this phenomenon lay in the way that Muhammad
 depended on a Christian monk named Sergius for
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 his information. This monk had arrived in Mecca

 after having been excommunicated by the church
 and had won over the idolator Muhammad to his

 teaching about one God and the coming of the
 Messiah.This is why Muhammad defends the Mes-
 siah and Christians in general, "protesting that
 Christians are friendly disposed".9 In addition,
 Jews who found favour with v Ali, the relative of
 Muhammad, managed to introduce passages from
 their own Law into the Qur'an once Muhammad
 had died and "in this way they corrupted the
 whole, taking from it and adding to it as they
 chose, insinuating their own blasphemies into
 it." 10 This complex scenario was entirely specu-
 lative and contained no evidence from Islamic

 sources. But given that versions of this account
 were circulated widely in the Christian communi-
 ties of the Middle East in both Syriac and Arabic, it
 was little wonder that Christians would be condi-

 tioned to viewing the Qur'an through its lens.11
 Al-Kindi shows knowledge of Islamic tradi-

 tions about the Qur'an which were circulating
 orally and were committed to writing by the end
 of the ninth century. Some of these indicated
 that there were different versions of the Qur'an
 in different parts of the Caliphate. The Caliph
 v Uthman (644-56) was advised that there were
 divisions over correct readings of the Qur'an and
 he ordered copies to be collected and compared
 so that mistaken versions would be destroyed.12
 However, al-Kindi interprets this process as proof
 of the corruption of the Qur'an in its transmission
 and of the basic unreliability of the final vUthman-
 ic version. Addressing al-Hashimi,he puts what he
 regards as an unanswerable question;

 "You have read the Qur'an and know how the
 material has been put together and the text
 corrupted, a sure sign that many hands had
 been busy on it, and that it has suffered addi-
 tions and losses. Indeed each one wrote and

 read as he chose, omitting what he did not like.
 Now by the grace of God, are these what you
 consider the marks of an inspired book?"13

 At least al-Kindi relied on traditions circulating
 among Muslims for the basis of his charge of cor-
 rupt versions of the Qur'an, but he put a slant on
 the story that Muslims have not. As far as the tradi-
 tions are concerned, v Uthman can be understood
 to have wanted to make certain that deviant read-

 ings of certain Qur'anic texts were eliminated
 from the community, and that the text known to
 be authentic by those who had knowledge of the

 original version was carefully preserved and read
 in every corner of the Caliphate. The most prob-
 able reason for al-Kindi's allegations of a corrupt
 vUthmanic Qur'an was a direct counter-claim to
 the now common Muslim accusation that Jews
 and Christians had corrupted the text of their
 scriptures. John of Damascus had already advised
 Christians not to quote the Old Testament proph-
 ets to prove that they had prophesied the com-
 ing of Christ because some Muslims regarded
 these writings as corrupt. 14 The Caliph al-Mahdi,
 (775-85) in debate with the Nestorian Patriarch
 Timothy I, had charged Christians with removing
 texts from the New Testament gospels in which
 Jesus prophesied the coming of Muhammad, thus
 rendering their scriptures unreliable.15 Al-Kindi
 therefore was indulging in the same game of find-
 ing spurious reasons to discredit the scriptures of
 the "other" religious group.

 Another dent in the theory of the inspiration
 of the Qur'an, according to al-Kindi, was the pres-
 ence of non-Arabic words in the text. Though
 the Qur'an claimed to be sent down from God
 in Arabic, it contained Persian and Ethiopian
 expressions that had Arabic equivalents but were
 adopted anyway. Either Gabriel passed on these
 non-Arabic words to Muhammad or Muhammad's
 Arabic was not as rich as it could be. If neither

 of these is acceptable, then it proves that other
 hands were at work corrupting the text as already
 shown.The often repeated Muslim argument that
 the language of the Qur'an was inimitable and
 moved grown men to tears foundered on a com-
 parison with the poetry of Arabs before the arrival
 of the Qur'an. "If you say that there is nothing like
 the Qur'an in point of style and ornamentation,
 we reply that the style of our great poets... is pure
 and chaste and from the choicest Arabic... The

 Qur'an on the other hand, is broken in its style;
 hybrid in its diction and, while high-sounding,
 often destitute of meaning."16 Al-Kindi had Arabic
 as his mother tongue, so was in a much stronger
 position when engaging in textual criticism of
 Islamic scripture than other Christians like John
 of Damascus whose mother tongue was Greek
 and Patriarch Timothy whose native language was
 Syriac.

 Finally, al-Kindi turned to the way Islam had
 been promoted through warfare and conquest as
 proof that people had not been convinced by the
 Qur'an itself, which spoke clearly of the need to
 treat non-Muslims with respect. "Let there be no
 compulsion in religion" ( Sura 2:256) and "Only
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 disagree with the people of the book in the best
 way" ( Sura 29:46) demonstrated that the Qur'an
 commanded Muslims to persuade but not to force
 Jews and Christians, the people of the book, to
 accept Islam. Yet, Muslims killed with swords,
 plundered and took possession of property,
 and forced Islam on people of the book against
 their will.17 If Muslims were so convinced of the

 inimitability of the Qur'an then why were they
 so insecure about preaching its message without
 intimidation?

 Al-Kindi's attack on the authenticity of the
 Qur'an was more sustained than any other in the
 eighth and ninth centuries. No other Christian
 writing from this period shows the same breadth
 and depth of knowledge of the text of the Qur'an.
 In addition his familiarity with traditions concern-
 ing the early history of Islam was unusual for a
 Christian writing before the Hadith were collect-
 ed and recorded in the second half of the ninth

 century. However, no response to his accusations
 has come down to us from a Muslim writer. This

 may be explained by the fact that the perfection
 of the Qur'an was an early conviction of Mus-
 lims, and as a result, the Qur'an did not need to
 be defended by human beings. If God had spo-
 ken then human beings were to listen and obey,
 and if people refused to do that then their reward
 awaited them.

 The Qur'an shows Muhammad to be
 less than Muslims claim he is

 If the Qur'an contained material gathered by
 Muhammad from a renegade Christian monk then
 it followed that he did not receive everything
 in the Qur'an directly from God as Muslims pas-
 sionately believed. If Muhammad gave permis-
 sion to Muslim men to marry up to four wives
 and said that he had been given divine permission
 to marry Zayd's wife when he was already mar-
 ried to several women, then for Christians, these
 Qur'anic permissions could not possibly be from
 God.Therefore any defect in the Qur'an implied a
 denial of Muslim belief in the role of Muhammad

 in its appearance. Al-Kindi was fully aware of Mus-
 lim convictions about their Prophet. "You urge
 that your master was an illiterate person and you
 ask how could he have composed such a book
 if he had not been inspired?"18 He quoted sura
 17:88, "if all humanity and jinn joined together to
 produce something like this Qur'an, they could
 not", and Sura 2:23 "If you are in doubt about

 what we have sent down to our servant then pro-
 duce a sura like it", with the comment that they
 constituted the strongest proof to Muslims of the
 divine authority of the Qur'an and the prophetic
 office of Muhammad. Nevertheless, these texts
 were "a frail foundation" for a belief in the divine

 perfection of the Qur'an and the role of Muham-
 mad as a mere receiver of divine messages.19

 John of Damascus had asked which of the
 prophets had foretold that Muhammad would
 arise, since Christians were able to point to multi-
 ple testimonies in the Old Testament to the com-
 ing of Christ. He mentioned that Muslims were
 unable to supply an answer.20 In other words,
 Muslims had no divine corroboration of the

 prophethood of Muhammad outside the Qur'an
 itself, in the way that Christians had confirmation
 of the status of Christ outside the gospels. How-
 ever, this argument was double edged since John
 also recognised that there were Muslims who did
 not regard the Old Testament scriptures as reli-
 able and cautioned Christians not to depend on
 them to prove the divinity of Christ.21

 Muslims were more concerned to press on
 Christians the divine origins of the Qur'an and
 the utter trustworthiness of Muhammad as a bear-

 er of the book. Caliph al-Mahdi asked Patriarch
 Timothy whether he was prepared to confess that
 the Qur'an had come down from God. Timothy
 declined to give a definitive answer but suggested
 that the Qur'an had not been accompanied by
 any sign or miracle from God in the way that the
 Torah, the prophetic writings, the Gospel, and the
 testimony of the apostles had been backed up by
 divine activity.22 Timothy seemed to be relying on
 the Qur'anic denial that Muhammad performed
 miracles but this is explicitly cited in the writing
 of a younger theologian from Timothy's Nestorian
 church, vAmmar al-Basri who was active in the
 first three decades of the ninth century. In his
 Book of the Proof he offered help to his fellow
 Christians in their conversation with Muslims

 over a wide range of contentious issues. In terms
 of the authenticity of Muhammad's message he
 suggested that Christians quote Sura 17:59 "We
 refrain from sending the signs" along with sura
 6:109 "They swear that if they saw a sign they
 would believe... but even if signs came they would
 not believe". vAmmar interpreted these texts to
 mean that Muhammad did not perform signs even
 when asked to, and so the Qur'an testifies that
 Islam did not come accompanied by signs from
 God. As a result, Christians could say that Muham-
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 mad's message was not authenticated by miracles
 the way that Moses and Jesus proved their divine
 mission through the performance of signs. The
 Qur'an clearly states that Jesus performed mira-
 cles and therefore unlike Islam "Christianity was
 established by the clear signs of God".23 By refer-
 ring to the Qur'an, Christians could easily reach
 agreement with Muslims that Jesus performed
 miracles to authenticate his message but that
 Muhammad did not. The logical outcome of such
 a use of the Qur'an was the lack of evidence for
 the authenticity of Muhammad as a divine mes-
 senger in the book that he brought.

 While the Qur'an claimed that Muhammad did
 not perform miracles, there were several stories in
 circulation by the ninth century telling the oppo-
 site. Al-Kindi referred to these at some length in
 his letter. For example, Muhammad said of a howl-
 ing wolf that approached him and his companions
 that it was an ambassador from the lions. "They
 say that the wolf spoke to Aban the son of Aus,
 and that at once he professed the true faith".24
 Al-Kindi made fun of the portrait of the prophet
 that emerged from such an account. "Your mas-
 ter understood the howling of a wolf, he knew
 that it was an ambassador from the lions of the

 field. But tell me this, supposing he had told them
 that the wolf was a messenger from the Lord of
 all, could they have refuted his statement?"25 He
 pressed his case by asking where such a story
 was told in the Qur'an, and if the book is silent
 then Muhammad was not the one to pass it on
 but it was sheer invention by Muslims to make
 him seem like other prophets who proved their
 divine credentials by performing miracles. In the
 case of the apostles of Christ, they brought the
 message of Christ along with signs.These humble
 fishermen had only the authority of Christ and
 no human power or status, and they convinced
 others by the miraculous signs that they brought.
 "These men could prove that they were sent by
 God most high. In this respect they differed from
 your master, who presses a claim which is desti-
 tute of support."26

 Therefore, Christians were able to contrast the
 miraculous activity of Jesus and his apostles with
 the absence of any miracle working by the Proph-
 et of Islam, and to show that the Qur'an testified
 clearly that it was a miracle free message. The
 fact that Islam was an essentially non-miraculous
 religion according to the Qur'an meant that the
 compulsion among Muslims to invent stories of
 Muhammad's miracles had to be explained by the

 natural demand for supernatural proof. If any sen-
 sible person was told that a message came from
 God then he automatically expected evidence of
 divine authentication.This was why Muslims were
 drawn into the need to create such evidence. But

 in so doing they gave testimony to the absence of
 supernatural origins for their prophet's message.

 Another contrast between Christ and Muham-

 mad was raised in the Religious Dialogue of Jeru-
 salem, which was probably written around 840.
 In this debate, a representative Christian monk
 proclaimed that Christ was without sin and
 this qualified him to be worshipped, to which a
 representative Muslim replied that the Prophet
 Muhammad was also without sin. But the monk

 claimed that the Qur'an said "O Muhammad, We
 have forgiven you of your past sins and what is
 yet to come", and that this proved he had sinned
 and would sin in the future.27 Nevertheless, Sura
 48:2, "that God may forgive you (singular) your
 former sins as well as your future ones," does not
 actually mention Muhammad and could be under-
 stood to refer to a Muslim in general. In the Dia-
 logue, the Muslim simply lets the monk make his
 doubtful case and does not attempt to defend the
 Prophet from this interpretation of the Qur'an,
 preferring to change the subject altogether.This is
 early testimony to Muslim claims that Muhammad
 was sinless, a popular belief in subsequent Islamic
 writing. On this point of the sinfulness of Muham-
 mad the Christian use of the Qur'an was not as
 secure as the use of the Qur'an to establish that
 Muhammad performed no miraculous signs.

 The Qur'an sometimes supports
 Christian Beliefs

 John of Damascus listed texts of the Qur'an that
 supported Christian teaching as well as those that
 denied it. The Arian monk had given Muhammad
 mixed information about Christianity and this is
 echoed in the message of Muhammad. Support
 for Christian teaching can be found in the state-
 ments that there is one God, maker of all things,
 not begotten, [112:3] and that Christ is Word of
 God and Spirit of God [4:171] and was born of
 the virgin Mary [19: 16-21] . Statements that do not
 support Christian beliefs are that God does not
 beget [112:3] that Christ is created [3:47] and no
 more than a servant [43:59] that the Jews attempt-
 ed to crucify him, but it was in appearance only
 that he was crucified because God took him to

 heaven [4:157] and that when Christ came up to
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 heaven God asked him whether he told people to
 worship him, but Christ said that he was only a
 servant of God [5:1 16-7] . 28 John was able to rely
 on the Qur'anic statements that confirmed Chris-
 tian beliefs to argue that Muslims must accept the
 implications of those statements. Thus, he sug-
 gested to his Christian readers that they reply to
 the Muslim accusation that Christians associate

 Christ with God in the wrong way when they
 say that Christ is Son of God and God by quoting
 sura 4:171 where Christ is Word and Spirit of God.
 "The Word and Spirit are not separated from the
 one in whom they are by nature"29 So Christians
 can justifiably argue that the Qur'an supports the
 divine nature of Christ.

 This appeal to Christ as Word and Spirit of
 God in the Qur'an was to become repeated regu-
 larly by Christians in the Middle East for centuries.
 "Almost every Christian apologist in the world of
 Islam from John of Damascus onwards quotes or
 alludes to this Qur'an verse."30 The most sophisti-
 cated use of the text comes in a debate between

 Abu Qurra (d.c. 830), a leading Chalcedonian
 theologian from the early ninth century, and an
 anonymous Muslim scholar in the presence of the
 Caliph al-Ma'mun.This piece of writing betrays
 influence from the debate between Timothy and
 al-Mahdi as well as the Religious Dialogue of Jeru-
 salem so may not be a transcription of an actual
 encounter of Abu Qurra, but he did have a reputa-
 tion for debating with Muslims. Certainly, the fol-
 lowing interchange follows ideas present in John
 of Damascus' work which probably influenced
 Abu Qurra.

 Abu Qurra: Tell me about the Messiah, is he
 created of something or not?

 Hashemite: He is the Word of God and his

 Spirit.

 Abu Qurra:The Word of God and his Spirit, are
 they delimited and described?

 Hashemite: No.

 Abu Qurra:Are they comprehensible?
 Hashemite: No.

 Abu Qurra: So tell me, is the Word of God
 Creator or created?

 The Hashemite was troubled at once and

 became quiet. He could not say anything
 except "Creator". The Caliph was astound-
 ed.3i

 Now it is highly unlikely that a Muslim would
 have made this admission in an actual debate, but

 the writing shows a level of confidence on the
 Christian side that is striking. There is a convic-
 tion that the Qur'anic titles "word and spirit of
 God" given to Christ can only be interpreted by
 Muslims as proof of his divine status. Al-Kindi cer-
 tainly used the text to drive home the same point.
 "You see how your master imposes on you the
 faith of God as one with the Word and Spirit; and
 declares that Christ, the Word of God, took flesh
 and became man".32

 One item from the Qur'an that John of Damas-
 cus did not include in his list was the affirmation

 that Christ performed miracles. NAmmar al-Basri
 made use of Sura 5:110, "O vIsa son of Mary,
 remember my grace given to you... You healed
 the lepers by my permission, and you raised the
 dead by my permission... I restrained the Children
 of Israel from doing violence to you when you
 showed them these signs." The Qur'an obvious-
 ly taught that Christ authenticated his message
 through miracles and therefore the Qur'an upheld
 the truth of Christianity as established by divine
 signs. The fact that the Qur'an firmly denied
 that Muhammad performed miracles surely put
 Muhammad message in a poor light by compari-
 son.33 The miracles Christ performed functioned
 as evidence for the truth of the gospels, so that
 if the Qur'an testified to Christ's miracles then it
 also testified to the divine origins of his message.
 vAmmar attempted to answer a Muslim accusa-
 tion that Christians had altered the revelation

 brought by Christ in its appearance and meaning
 without changing the actual words themselves, by
 comparing Qur'anic and Biblical statements. "The
 Qur'an says that the Spirit is from the Lord and
 the book of God says that the Spirit is the Lord.
 The Qur'an says that the Word is created and the
 gospel says that the Word is eternal and is God".34
 sAmmar concluded that the Bible could not be

 interpreted to mean the same as the Qur'an at
 these key points and therefore the two texts were
 not really saying the same thing. How could Mus-
 lims continue to claim that the message of Christ
 was identical to that of the Qur'an?

 The Muslim charge that the people of the
 book changed the text of their scriptures could
 be challenged by showing that the Qur'an val-
 ued the Bible. Al-Kindi quoted several Qur'anic
 texts, 10:94 "If you are in doubt about what we
 have sent down to you then ask those who read
 the book that came before", 5:46 "We sent vIsa ,
 son of Mary, to confirm the Torah that had come
 before him and we sent him the Gospel in which
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 is guidance and light", and 5:68 "O people of the
 book, you can only be established on the Torah
 and the Gospel which were sent down to you by
 your Lord". He asked how the text of the Torah
 or the Gospel could be corrupt when these texts
 supported the authenticity of the previous scrip-
 tures. Surely Muslims were contradicting their
 own scriptures in making allegations about the
 corruption of the Bible.55

 To be sure, the Muslim belief that Christians
 had either misinterpreted or rewritten their scrip-
 tures was strengthened by Qur'anic texts that crit-
 icised three essential Christian convictions, the
 Trinity, the Incarnation, and the crucifixion. Sura
 5:73 "They are unbelievers who say that God is
 a third of three, for there is no God but one God"
 seemed to exclude the possibility of the Trinity.
 Al-Kindi asked his Muslim correspondent who
 actually believed that God was a third of three.
 "You claim some knowledge of the three Chris-
 tian sects... Do you know any who say that God
 is the third of three? They teach the one God in
 whom is the Word and the Spirit, and that without
 distinction. Your master himself confessed this."56
 Here al-Kindi used the affirmation of Christ as

 having the Word and Spirit of God from Sura
 4:171 to back up a Qur'anic doctrine of the Trin-
 ity, while relegating the accusation of tritheism to
 the margins.

 Abu Ra'ita, a miaphysite Jacobite theologian
 active in the early ninth century, also attempted
 to find the Trinity promoted in the Qur'an in the
 plurality of the divine character. 2:34 "We said",
 7:181 "We created", 4:163 "We revealed", 6:6 "We
 destroyed", all show that these words were spo-
 ken by more than one person. Muslims may say
 that this is simply a plural of greatness, but there
 is an obvious weakness in that argument, since
 God does not need to make himself any greater
 than he is by exaggerating his character as if he
 were basically weak and requiring rhetoric to
 convince humans of his majesty.57

 The Incarnation appeared to be ruled out by
 the Qur'an in several places where God is said
 not to have begotten a son. This is specifically
 related to Christian teaching in Sura 9:30, "The
 Christians say the Messiah is God's Son... May God
 destroy them." The reason for this seems to lie in
 the character of God who is declared to be free

 from the necessity that fatherhood would lay on
 him, according to Sura 19:35, "It is not for God to
 have a son. May he be glorified! When he decides
 anything he only has to say 'be' and it comes into

 existence." Abu Ra'ita found Qur'anic texts that
 might support what Christians really believed
 about the Incarnation. Firstly, he focused on the
 many texts that spoke of God sitting on a throne,
 and the Muslim reading of these that held God to
 be simultaneously in heaven and on his throne.58

 Abu Ra'ita: Do you not say that God is in heav-
 en and on his throne? Show us whether all of

 God is in heaven and on the throne, or only
 part of him.

 The Muslim: We do not describe God in

 part here or in part there. He is in heaven and
 on the throne and everywhere.

 AR: Then heaven is in everything so that
 nothing remains in heaven that is not God.

 M: Our expression "God is in heaven and
 on the throne" means that he is Lord of heaven
 and Lord of the throne.

 AR: You believe that God appears in heaven
 and on the throne but he is not in them.

 M: God is in them, he doesn't just appear
 in them.

 AR:Then God is limited by his creation.
 M: God is in them by appearing in them.
 AR: Then you agree with us that God can

 be in an aspect of his creation without being
 swallowed up by it.59
 If a Muslim believed that the Incarnation can-

 cels out God's rule by unnecessary involvement
 in creation, then the picture of God limiting him-
 self to a throne is a Qur'anic parallel to the divine
 Word becoming human. For if Muslims interpret-
 ed these throne texts to exclude divine limita-

 tions then Christians could rightfully ask Muslims
 to treat the Incarnation the same way. God could
 become human without limiting himself in any
 way as his session on a throne proved.

 Abu Ra'ita, secondly, used sura 19:35 to inform
 Muslims of the true Christian belief in the divine

 Sonship of Christ. If Muslims said that God did not
 have a son because that would imply that God
 had entered time from eternity and that he only
 needs to say "be" and it is, then Christians should
 say that this is exactly what they believe. This
 Qur'anic text supports the Christian belief that
 the Son was begotten of the Father without any
 lapse of time, since there never was a time when
 the Father was without the Son.

 "If Muslims say that the actions of God are not
 like the actions of humans because his power
 over things is the same as his power over what
 he wills... but the actions of humans are by
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 movement, in time and place, and effort and
 trouble, and necessity, then say that the beget-
 ting of God Almighty is altogether remote from
 human begetting."40

 In other words, the Qur'an promotes a Chris-
 tian view of God's relationship with the world
 and the attack on sonship in the Qur'an is misdi-
 rected by Muslims against Christians.

 sAmmar followed a similar line of argument
 when he referred to Sura 72:3 "Our Lord is highly
 exalted. He did not take a female companion to
 have a son." Christians would not stoop to accuse
 their creator of such a thing. "We call the Word
 of God a son according to what the gospel says
 about him... Children exist in time, but the Son is
 eternal without beginning in time."41 He devel-
 oped another argument based on the anthropo-
 morphisms describing God found in the Qur'an
 such as "the merciful", "the wrathful", and "the
 one who is pleased". If God is merciful then it
 implies pain in his heart, if wrathful it implies a
 change in God from the state of being merciful,
 and if he is pleased then he has changed from the
 opposite condition of being disappointed. There-
 fore when Muslims say that the Christian anthro-
 pomorphisms "father" and "son" are inadequate to
 describe God, Christians ought to reply that many
 Qur'anic depictions of God are inadequate.42
 NAmmar attempted to get Muslims to accept that
 since they had to use time bound concepts when
 referring to God just as Christians did, Muslims
 and Christians were in the same linguistic world,
 and so Muslims were unjustified in rejecting
 "father" and "son" categories for God because they
 were too human.

 The Qur'an clearly denied that Christ had
 been crucified in Sura 4:157-8 "The people of the
 book said, we killed the Messiah, Jesus, Mary's son,
 God's messenger. But they did not kill him. They
 did not crucify him. Rather it seemed so to them...
 No, God raised Jesus to himself". One Christian
 approach to this rejection of Christ's death was
 that of Timothy in dialogue with the Caliph al-
 Mahdi who quoted 4: 157. Timothy replied by
 quoting Sura 19:33 where Jesus said "peace be
 upon me, the day I was born, the day I die, and
 the day I am raised to life", and argued that Jesus
 was referring to his death and then his resurrec-
 tion. Al-Mahdi was not persuaded and insisted
 "Jesus is not yet dead but he is going to die", an
 interpretation based on the traditions surround-
 ing the return of Christ to preach Islam followed

 by his death for the first time.43 Al-Mahdi raised
 another objection to the death of Christ. "Jesus
 was honoured by God who did not deliver him
 into the hands of the Jews so that they could kill
 him".44 Timothy had no Qur'anic reference this
 time but quoted John 10:17-18 "The Father loves
 me because I lay down my life of my own free
 will" and argued that this rescued God from any
 blame for his death.

 However, N Ammar dealt with the same Muslim
 point by referring to the rejection of the divin-
 ity of Christ in Sura 19:88-91 "They say that the
 Merciful has taken a son. You have come out with

 a horrible thing! The heavens are ready to burst
 and the earth split open and the mountains fall
 down when they say that the Merciful has a son".
 So when Muslims denounce Christians for say-
 ing that Christ was crucified and accuse them of
 imputing weakness to God or deficiency to Christ,
 let Muslims consider their denial of his divine sta-

 tus. "How can they impute weakness to God in
 our saying that Christ was crucified when accord-
 ing to them he was a prophet... and that he was
 not so exalted among them such that the heavens
 are ready to burst as they claim."45 In other words,
 God need not be considered weak if he allowed

 a prophet to die, but he might be thought of as
 weak if Christ was equal to him in status.

 Abu Ra'ita took a different line with the denial

 of the crucifixion. When Muslims say that the cru-
 cifixion is a lie against God then Christians can
 quote Sura 17:43 "God is exalted far above what
 they say", and apply it to Sura 4: 157, "The Jews
 said 'we killed the Messiah', but they did not kill
 him". The Jews may have lied about the death of
 Christ, but if their lies did not affect God's nature,
 then that agrees with the Christian understanding
 of the crucifixion, since Christians believe that
 the death of Christ did not affect the divine nature

 of Christ but only his human nature. "The Jews
 killed the Messiah but his divine substance was

 untouched by death".46 So, if the Jews claimed
 to have killed the divine nature of Christ, they
 were lying and the Qur'an testifies to that lie.This
 distinction between Christ dying in his human
 nature and yet not dying in his divine nature has
 been used in subsequent Christian interpretation
 of the Qur'anic denial of the death of Christ, and
 has even been adopted by some Muslims in the
 twentieth century.47
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 Conclusion

 These Christian treatments of the Qur'an were
 not often challenged by Muslims in the eighth
 and ninth centuries. Apart from Caliph al-Mahdi,
 whose rejoinder to Timothy's interpretation of
 Sura 19:33 was considered in their debate about
 the death of Christ, other Muslims who debated
 with Christians preferred to attack Christian
 teaching and practices rather than defend Islam.
 The most extensive critique of Christianity by a
 Muslim in the period was by Abu v Isa al-Warraq
 (d.c. 861), and he never engaged with any Chris-
 tian opinion of Islam, but only with the contra-
 dictory nature of Christian beliefs in the Trinity
 and the Incarnation as seen from the logical cen-
 tre of God's oneness.48 The celebrated Muslim
 intellectual Abu vUthman al-Jahiz (d. 869) knew
 that Christians were in the habit of giving their
 own interpretations of the Qur'an but he did not
 think it worthwhile giving any examples to refute
 them.49 Indeed he scornfully dismissed them as
 the product of underhand tactics designed to dis-
 turb weaker Muslims, such that serious Muslims
 would hardly be disturbed by them.This latter atti-
 tude helps explain the dearth of Muslim engage-
 ment with Christian readings of the Qur'an.

 Around the end of the ninth century, Abu
 Bakr al-Baqillani (d. 1014), included a critique of
 Christianity in his exposition of Islamic beliefs,
 in which he responded to the Christian use of
 the throne texts of the Qur'an. "There are those
 who say that the Word indwells the human nature
 without being confined to it, just as the Creator
 sits on his throne without being confined to it.
 This is irrational, because the Creator is not on
 his throne in the sense that he indwells it." 50 The
 common note in these three Muslim writers is the

 irrationality of Christian faith as compared with
 the reasonableness of Islam. Al-Jahiz confessed
 amazement that so many people in the world
 had embraced the Christian faith and that so few

 Christians had accepted Islam which was so obvi-
 ously more rational. But then that only confirmed
 how humans are seldom guided entirely by rea-
 son.51 If this was the prevailing attitude of Mus-
 lims towards Christianity it is hardly surprising
 that Christian interpretations of the Qur'an were
 given little attention by Muslims. It is little wonder,
 given the belief in the inimitability of the Qur'an,
 that Muslims did not think it worthwhile to con-

 sider Christian interpretations of their scriptures
 until relatively recent times.
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 Christian-Muslim Conflict and

 reconciliation in Africa: Joint
 Action for Human Development'

 Ian Linden

 Dr Ian Linden is Associate Professor at the School of Oriental and African Studies , University of
 London

 Despite the contemporary preoccupation with
 religion and conflict, there is a tendency amongst
 analysts to reduce all conflicts to struggles for
 scarce resources or political offices, and to explain
 the religious components of violent conflict pure-
 ly in terms of ethnicity or political manipulation.
 This is often an accurate assessment of the root

 causes of a particular violent outbreak, though,
 at times, it is an inaccurate a priori assumption
 about the ranking of factors in peoples' lives
 based on a secular world-view.

 Thus in Africa, a great deal of violent con-
 flicts have been, and are, the product of age-old
 struggles over land-use, between farmers and
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